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measurement of absorbed dose and exposure and application of cavity
theory to devices other than the ionization chamber. This volume is a
valuable reference for radiation workers, but is also beneficial to
students and researchers interested in radiation dosimetry.
Drug Delivery Jan 12 2021 This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to advanced drug delivery and targeting, covering their
principles, current applications, and potential future developments. This
edition has been updated to reflect significant trends and cutting-edge
advances that have occurred since the first edition was published. All the
original chapters have been retained, but the material therein has been
updated. Eight new chapters have been added that deal with entirely
new technologies and approaches. Features: Offers a comprehensive
introduction to the fundamental concepts and underlying scientific
principles of drug delivery and targeting Presents an in-depth analysis of
the opportunities and obstacles afforded by the application of
nanotechnologies for drug delivery and targeting Includes a revised and
expanded section on the major epithelial routes of drug delivery
currently under investigation Describes the most recent, emerging, and
innovative technologies of drug delivery Provides real-life examples of
the clinical translation of drug delivery technologies through the use of
case studies Discusses the pertinent regulatory hurdles and safety issues
of drug delivery and targeting systems—crucial considerations in order
to achieve licensing approval for these new technologies
The Fundamentals of Creative Design Jul 30 2022 Introduces students to
the various aspects of the graphic design. This title provides a fresh
introduction to the key elements of the discipline and looks at the
following topics: design thinking, format, layout, grids, typography,
colour, image and print and finish.
Displays Nov 29 2019 In the extensive fields of optics, holography and
virtual reality, technology continues to evolve. Displays: Fundamentals
and Applications, Second Edition addresses these updates and discusses
how real-time computer graphics and vision enable the application and
displays of graphical 2D and 3D content. This book explores in detail
these technological developments, as well as the shifting techniques
behind projection displays, projector-camera systems, stereoscopic and
autostereoscopic displays. This new edition contains many updates and
additions reflecting the changes in fast developing areas such as
holography and near-eye displays for Augmented and Virtual reality
applications. Perfect for the student looking to sharpen their developing
skill or the master refining their technique, Rolf Hainich and Oliver
Bimber help the reader understand the basics of optics, light modulation,
visual perception, display technologies, and computer-generated
holography. With almost 500 illustrations Displays will help the reader
see the field of augmentation and virtual reality display with new eyes.
Features: • Covers physics, technology and techniques behind flat-panel
as well as projection displays, projector-camera systems, stereoscopic
and autostereoscopic displays, computer-generated holography, and
near-eye displays • Discusses how real-time computer graphics and
computer vision enable the visualization of graphical 2D and 3D content
• Augmented by close to 500 rich illustrations, which give readers a clear
understanding of existing and emerging display technology
Fundamentals of Business Statistics, 2nd Edition Sep 19 2021
Fundamentals of Business Statistics is intended to serve as a core
textbook for undergraduate students of BBA, BCA, B Com and CA, ICWA
and those who need to understand the basic concepts of business
statistics and apply results directly to real-life business problems. The

GIS Fundamentals Apr 26 2022 With GIS technology increasingly
available to a wider audience on devices from apps on smartphones to
satnavs in cars, many people routinely use spatial data in a way which
used to be the preserve of GIS specialists. However spatial data is stored
and analyzed on a computer still tends to be described in academic texts
and articles which require specialist knowledge or some training in
computer science. Developed to introduce computer science literature to
geography students, GIS Fundamentals, Second Edition provides an
accessible examination of the underlying principles for anyone with no
formal training in computer science. See What’s New in the Second
Edition: Coverage of the use of spatial data on the Internet Chapters on
databases and on searching large databases for spatial queries Improved
coverage on route-finding Improved coverage of heuristic approaches to
solving real-world spatial problems International standards for spatial
data The book begins with a brief but detailed introduction to how
computers work and how they are programmed, giving anyone with no
previous computer science background a foundation to understand the
remainder of the book. As with all parts of the book there are also
suggestions for further sources of reading. The book then describes the
ways in which vector and raster data can be stored and how algorithms
are designed to perform fundamental operations such as detecting where
lines intersect. From these simple beginnings the book moves into the
more complex structures used for handling surfaces and networks and
contains a detailed account of what it takes to determine the shortest
route between two places on a network. The final sections of the book
review problems, such as the "Travelling Salesman" problem, which are
so complex that it is not known whether an optimum solution exists.
Using clear, concise language, but without sacrificing technical rigour,
the book gives readers an understanding of what it takes to produce
systems which allow them to find out where to make their next purchase
and how to drive to the right place to collect it.
Microsoft Azure Essentials - Fundamentals of Azure Sep 07 2020
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft Press is a series of free ebooks
designed to help you advance your technical skills with Microsoft Azure.
The first ebook in the series, Microsoft Azure Essentials: Fundamentals
of Azure, introduces developers and IT professionals to the wide range of
capabilities in Azure. The authors - both Microsoft MVPs in Azure present both conceptual and how-to content for key areas, including:
Azure Websites and Azure Cloud Services Azure Virtual Machines Azure
Storage Azure Virtual Networks Databases Azure Active Directory
Management tools Business scenarios Watch Microsoft Press’s blog and
Twitter (@MicrosoftPress) to learn about other free ebooks in the
“Microsoft Azure Essentials” series.
Fundamentals Aug 31 2022 Radiation Dosimetry, Second Edition,
Volume I: Fundamentals describes the significant aspects and
fundamentals of radiation dosimetry. This books deals with the concepts
and units of dosimetry; special problems of energy deposition in the
microscopic domain; interactions of x and y rays, charged particles, and
neutrons with matter; mathematical theory of radiation fields; ionization;
and cavity-chamber theory. Other topics discussed include the LET
distributions, Compton and photoelectric effect, pair production by
photons, dosimetry principles, and interactions of neutrons with tissue
elements. The calculation of neutron dose in large objects; ionization in
gases, liquids, and solids; and cavity dimensions comparable with the
electron ranges are also deliberated. This publication likewise covers the
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book also suits the requirement of students of AMIE, who need both
theoretical and practical knowledge of business statistics. The second
edition has been extensively revised with the objective of enhancing and
strengthening the conceptual, as well as practical knowledge of readers
about various techniques of business statistics. Its easy-to-understand
approach will enable readers to develop the required skills and apply
statistical techniques to decision-making problems. With a completely
new look and feel, this book will facilitate the teaching of business
statistics techniques as well as enhance the learning experience for
students. New in This Edition • Completely revised and reorganized text
to make explanations more cogent through relevant and interesting
examples. • Large number of new business-oriented solved as well as
practice problems representing the various business statistics
techniques. • Explanations well illustrated with numerous interesting
and varied business-oriented examples. • Pedagogical features like
Conceptual Questions, Self Practice Problems with Hints and Answers. •
Complete conformity to the latest trends of questions appearing in
universities and professional examinations.
Fundamentals of EU VAT Law Aug 26 2019 Parties to cross-border
disputes arising anywhere in the vast Portuguese-speaking world – a
community of more than 230 million in a space that offers a wide array of
investment opportunities across four continents – increasingly seek
Portugal as their preferred seat of arbitration. A signatory to all relevant
international conventions, Portugal has proven to be an ‘arbitrationfriendly’ jurisdiction. This volume is the first and so far only book in
English that provides a thorough, in-depth analysis of international
arbitration law and practice in Portugal. Its contributing authors are
among the most highly regarded legal names in the country, including
scholars, arbitrators, and practitioners. The authors describe how
international arbitration proceedings are conducted in Portugal, what
cautions should be taken, and what procedural strategies may be
suitable in particular cases. They provide insightful answers to questions
such as the following: What matters can be submitted to arbitration
under Portuguese law? What are the validity requirements for an
arbitration agreement? How do the State courts interact with arbitration
proceedings and what is the attitude of such courts toward international
arbitration? What are the rules governing evidentiary matters in
arbitration? How is an arbitration tribunal constituted? How are
arbitrators appointed? How may they be challenged? How can an
international arbitral award be recognized and enforced? How does the
Portuguese legal system address the issue of damages and what specific
damages are admitted? How are the costs of arbitration proceedings
estimated and allocated? The book includes analyses of arbitration
related to specific fields of the law, notably sports, administrative, tax,
intellectual property rights (especially regarding reference and generic
medicines), and corporate disputes. Each chapter provides, for the topics
it addresses, an examination of the applicable laws, rules, arbitration
practice, and views taken by arbitral tribunals and state courts as well as
those of the most highly considered scholars. As a detailed examination
of the legal framework and of all procedural steps of an arbitration in
Portugal, from the drafting of an arbitration agreement to the
enforcement of an award, this book constitutes an invaluable resource
for parties involved in or considering an international arbitration in this
country. The guidance that it seeks to provide in respect of any problem
likely to arise in this context can be useful to arbitrators, judges,
academics, and interested lawyers.
The Fundamentals of Interior Architecture Oct 21 2021 Each
element, or fundamental, uses theory and contemporary and historical
references to illustrate the richness and diversity of design practice. The
book contains five sections which together encapsulate the principle
ideas, skills and knowledge that are employed in the creation of spatial
solutions that support the needs of the client and which recognize the
qualities of the building and its situation. Using illustrations and
photographs these elements are identified and described in a way that
makes them accessible to the reader.
Fundamentals of Ecosystem Science Dec 23 2021 Fundamentals of
Ecosystem Science, Second Edition provides a comprehensive
introduction to modern ecosystem science covering land, freshwater and
marine ecosystems. Ecosystem science is now applied to address a wide
range of environmental problems. Written by a group of experts, this
updated edition covers major concepts of ecosystem science,
biogeochemistry, and energetics. Case studies of important
environmental problems offer personal insights into how adopting an
ecosystem approach has helped solve important intellectual and practical
problems. For those choosing to use the book in a classroom
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environment, or who want to enrich further their reading experience,
teaching and learning assets are available at Elsevier.com. Covers both
aquatic (freshwater and marine) and terrestrial ecosystems with updated
information Includes a new chapter on microbial biogeochemistry
Features vignettes throughout the book with real examples of how an
ecosystem approach has led to important change in policy, management,
and ecological understanding Demonstrates the application of an
ecosystem approach in synthesis chapters and case studies Contains new
coverage of human-environment interactions
Infrared Technology Fundamentals, Second Edition, Jul 06 2020 This
work provides a basic understanding of the physical background and
engineering considerations required for the design of IR systems,
examining all components and combining them into examples of current
surveillance systems. This second edition presents: new coverage of
state-of-the-art optical systems, including lightweight mirrors and
adaptive optics; planar-hybrid and Z-technology focal planes; the design
of a ground-based IR astronomical telescope and the performance
equations of laser-radar systems; and more.
ARM Assembly Language Mar 02 2020 Delivering a solid introduction
to assembly language and embedded systems, ARM Assembly Language:
Fundamentals and Techniques, Second Edition continues to support the
popular ARM7TDMI, but also addresses the latest architectures from
ARM, including CortexTM-A, Cortex-R, and Cortex-M processors—all of
which have slightly different instruction sets, programmer’s models, and
exception handling. Featuring three brand-new chapters, a new
appendix, and expanded coverage of the ARM7TM, this edition:
Discusses IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic and explains how to
program with the IEEE standard notation Contains step-by-step
directions for the use of KeilTM MDK-ARM and Texas Instruments (TI)
Code Composer StudioTM Provides a resource to be used alongside a
variety of hardware evaluation modules, such as TI’s Tiva Launchpad,
STMicroelectronics’ iNemo and Discovery, and NXP Semiconductors’
Xplorer boards Written by experienced ARM processor designers, ARM
Assembly Language: Fundamentals and Techniques, Second Edition
covers the topics essential to writing meaningful assembly programs,
making it an ideal textbook and professional reference.
Image Processing Dec 31 2019 Following the success of the first edition,
this thoroughly updated second edition of Image Processing: The
Fundamentals will ensure that it remains the ideal text for anyone
seeking an introduction to the essential concepts of image processing.
New material includes image processing and colour, sine and cosine
transforms, Independent Component Analysis (ICA), phase congruency
and the monogenic signal and several other new topics. These updates
are combined with coverage of classic topics in image processing, such
as orthogonal transforms and image enhancement, making this a truly
comprehensive text on the subject. Key features: Presents material at
two levels of difficulty: the main text addresses the fundamental concepts
and presents a broad view of image processing, whilst more advanced
material is interleaved in boxes throughout the text, providing further
reference for those who wish to examine each technique in depth.
Contains a large number of fully worked out examples. Focuses on an
understanding of how image processing methods work in practice.
Illustrates complex algorithms on a step-by-step basis, and lists not only
the good practices but also identifies the pitfalls in each case. Uses a
clear question and answer structure. Includes a CD containing the
MATLAB® code of the various examples and algorithms presented in the
book. There is also an accompanying website with slides available for
download for instructors as a teaching resource. Image Processing: The
Fundamentals, Second Edition is an ideal teaching resource for both
undergraduate and postgraduate students. It will also be of value to
researchers of various disciplines from medicine to mathematics with a
professional interest in image processing
Stage Lighting Second Edition May 28 2022 Stage Lighting: The
Fundamentals is written specifically for introductory stage lighting
courses. The book begins with an examination of the nature of light,
perception, and color, then leads into a conversation of stage lighting
equipment and technicians. Lamps, luminaries, controls/dimming, and
electricity form the basis of these chapters. The book also provides a
detailed explanation and overview of the lighting design process for the
theatre and several other traditional forms of entertainment. Finally, the
book explores a variety of additional areas where lighting designers can
find related future employment, such as concert and corporate lighting,
themed design, architectural and landscape lighting, and computer
animation. New for this edition: enlarged full-color illustrations,
photographs, light plots and examples of lighting design; updated
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information on LED lighting and equipment; expanded discussion of the
practical use of color as a designer; expanded discussion of
psychological/perceptual effects of color; new discussion of color mixing
through light sources that make use of additive mixing; expanded
discussion of industry professions; expanded discussion and illustrations
relating to photometrics; expanded discussion and examples of control
protocols and new equipment; and updated designer profiles along with
the addition of still more designer profiles.
Fundamentals of Machine Learning for Predictive Data Analytics,
second edition Aug 07 2020 The second edition of a comprehensive
introduction to machine learning approaches used in predictive data
analytics, covering both theory and practice. Machine learning is often
used to build predictive models by extracting patterns from large
datasets. These models are used in predictive data analytics applications
including price prediction, risk assessment, predicting customer
behavior, and document classification. This introductory textbook offers
a detailed and focused treatment of the most important machine learning
approaches used in predictive data analytics, covering both theoretical
concepts and practical applications. Technical and mathematical material
is augmented with explanatory worked examples, and case studies
illustrate the application of these models in the broader business context.
This second edition covers recent developments in machine learning,
especially in a new chapter on deep learning, and two new chapters that
go beyond predictive analytics to cover unsupervised learning and
reinforcement learning. The book is accessible, offering nontechnical
explanations of the ideas underpinning each approach before introducing
mathematical models and algorithms. It is focused and deep, providing
students with detailed knowledge on core concepts, giving them a solid
basis for exploring the field on their own. Both early chapters and later
case studies illustrate how the process of learning predictive models fits
into the broader business context. The two case studies describe specific
data analytics projects through each phase of development, from
formulating the business problem to implementation of the analytics
solution. The book can be used as a textbook at the introductory level or
as a reference for professionals.
Fundamentals of Astrodynamics Oct 01 2022 Widely known and used
throughout the astrodynamics and aerospace engineering communities,
this teaching text was developed at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
Completely revised and updated 2013 edition.
The Fundamentals of Creative Advertising Jan 24 2022 The
Fundamentals of Creative Advertising provides an introduction to the key
elements of creative advertising and includes a wealth of visual examples
taken from real campaigns using various media.
Fundamentals of Health Promotion for Nurses Mar 14 2021
Fundamentals of Health Promotion for Nurses is a concise, accessible
introduction to health promotion and public health for pre-registration
nursing students and newly qualified nurses. Promoting the health and
wellbeing of patients is a vital part of the nursing role, and the updated
second edition of this user-friendly book discusses the foundations for
health promotion practice using practical examples, activities and
discussion points to encourage readers to reflect on their values, debate
the issues and apply their knowledge and understanding to practice.
Art Fundamentals: Theory in Practice Jun 24 2019 Meet modern
portraiture head-on with this step-by-step beginner's guide to creating
stylized portrait, written by the industry's leading character designers.
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles Aug 19 2021 Thoroughly updated to
encompass the significant technological advances since the publication
of the first edition, Electric and Hybrid Vehicles: Design Fundamentals,
Second Edition presents the design fundamentals, component sizing, and
systems interactions of alternative vehicles. This new edition of a widely
praised, bestselling textbook maintains the comprehensive, systems-level
perspective of electric and hybrid vehicles while covering the hybrid
architectures and components of the vehicle in much greater detail. The
author emphasizes technical details, mathematical relationships, and
design guidelines throughout the text. New to the Second Edition New
chapters on sizing and design guidelines for various hybrid architectures,
control strategies for hybrid vehicles, powertrain component cooling
systems, and in-vehicle communication methods New sections on
modeling of energy storage components, tire-road force mechanics,
compressed air-storage, DC/DC converters, emission control systems,
electromechanical brakes, and vehicle fuel economy Reorganization of
power electronics, electric machines, and motor drives sections
Enhanced sections on mechanical components that now include more
technical descriptions and example problems An emphasis on the
integration of mechanical and electrical components, taking into account
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the interdisciplinary nature of automotive engineering As an advisor to
the University of Akron’s team in the Challenge X: Crossover to
Sustainable Mobility, Dr. Husain knows first-hand how to teach students
both the fundamentals and cutting-edge technologies of the next
generation of automotives. This text shows students how electrical and
mechanical engineers must work together to complete an alternative
vehicle system. It empowers them to carry on state-of-the-art research
and development in automotive engineering in order to meet today’s
needs of clean, efficient, and sustainable vehicles.
Electricity and Electronics Fundamentals, Second Edition Jan 30 2020 An
introductory text, Electricity and Electronics Fundamentals, delineates
key concepts in electricity using a simplified approach that enhances
learning. Mathematical calculations are kept to the very minimum and
concepts are demonstrated through application examples and
illustrations. The books span of topics includes vital information on direct
current electronics, alternating current electricity and semiconductor
devices as well as electronic circuits, digital electronics, computers and
microprocessors, electronic communications, and electronic power
control. Supplementary appendices provide a glossary and section on
electrical safety along with an explanation of soldering techniques.
Fracture Mechanics Oct 28 2019 This bestselling text/reference
provides a comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of fracture
mechanics. It presents theoretical background as well as practical
applications, and it integrates materials science with solid mechanics. In
the Second Edition, about 30% of the material has been updated and
expanded; new technology is discussed, and feedback from users of the
first edition has been incorporated.
Fundamentals of Nursing Jun 16 2021 There's a new fundamentals
text in town. One that centers on simple language, active learning, and a
fresh new way to help you truly understand, apply, and retain important
nursing information and concepts. Introducing the brand new
Fundamentals of Nursing text from Yoost and Crawford. Written in a
warm and conversational style, this innovative text starts by guiding you
towards a basic understanding of the nursing profession and then
logically progresses through the nursing process and into the safe and
systematic methods of applying care. Each chapter features realistic case
studies and critical thinking exercises woven throughout the content to
help you continually apply what you've learned to actual patient care.
Conceptual care maps further your ability to make clinical judgments
and synthesize knowledge as you develop plans of care after analyzing
and clustering related patient assessment data. All of this paired with a
wealth of student-friendly learning features and clinically-focused
content offers up a fundamentally different - and quite effective - way for
you to easily master the fundamentals of nursing. UNIQUE! Active
learning approach centers on case studies and critical thinking exercises
that are woven throughout each chapter to ensure readers are able to
apply chapter content to broader nursing concepts and realistic patient
scenarios. UNIQUE! Simple to complex progression of information starts
by guiding readers towards a basic understanding of the nursing
profession and then logically progressing through the nursing process
and into the safe and systematic methods of applying care. UNIQUE!
Warm, conversational style devoid of repetitive discussions and
unnecessary information slows down the pace of information to give
readers time to critically think and master all fundamental concepts and
skills. UNIQUE! Conceptual care maps require readers to develop a plan
of care after analyzing and clustering related patient assessment data.
This unique learning tool assists readers in recognizing the importance
of each type of assessment data and furthers your ability to make clinical
judgments and synthesize knowledge about the whole patient. Learning
objectives carried throughout the chapter features the objective being
showcased at the start of the chapter, tied to headings throughout the
chapter, and once again reinforced at the close of the chapter. Nursing
Skills sections provide information on the purpose, procedures, evidencebased practice, special circumstances, and more for a variety of
important nursing skills - all supported by rationales, photos, and
illustrations. Nursing Care Guidelines highlight information (including
background, procedural concerns, documentation concerns, and
evidence-based practice) and resources to reduce risk and ensure safety
for the patient and nurse. Diverse mix of clinically focused boxes are
incorporated throughout each chapter. Collaboration and Delegation
boxes stress the importance of effective and accurate communication
between the healthcare team about a patient's condition and treatment,
as well as the importance of assigning tasks appropriately. Ethical,
Legal, and Professional Practice boxes address ethical and legal
dilemmas commonly faced in nursing to prepare readers to act in a
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professional and nonjudgmental manner while protecting patient rights.
Patient Education and Health Literacy boxes stress the importance of
patient education and how to deliver information in an understandable
manner based on the patient's level of health literacy. Health Assessment
Questions boxes illustrate how to properly ask and use assessment
questions while interviewing patients. Diversity Considerations boxes
prepare readers to care for and communicate with patients of diverse
ages, gender, cultural, ethnic, and religious backgrounds as well as
various disability and morphological characteristics. Evidence-Based
Practice and Informatics boxes provide current research and resources
that, combined with clinical expertise, will contribute to improved
patient care outcomes. Home Care Consideration boxes highlight issues
that pertain specifically to nursing practice in the non-acute care setting.
Safe Practice Alert! boxes underscore significant patient safety concerns
while providing information to insure both patient and nurse safety.
QSEN Focus! boxes illustrate application of the six Quality and Safety
Education for Nurses (QSEN) competencies for pre-licensure nursing
students: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, evidencebased practice, quality improvement, safety, and informatics. Five-step
nursing process framework is integrated throughout the text and in the
clinical skills chapters. Care planning table in each clinical chapter
highlights the first nursing diagnosis discussed in the chapter and
connects it to the Nursing Outcomes Classification (NOC) and the
Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC). [Do Not Feature] Animations
are located throughout the book to enhance student learning. Numerous
full-color illustrations and photos show anatomy, procedures, and
methods. 10 review questions at the end of every chapter (with an
additional 10 online) help readers review what you have learned and
evaluate your understanding. End-of-book appendixes cover
abbreviations, roots, prefixes, and suffixes; NANDA-I Diagnostic Labels;
NCLEX-Style Question Study Tips; and glossary terms.
Film Directing Fundamentals Feb 10 2021 Visualize your films before
shooting!
The Fundamentals of Fashion Design Feb 22 2022 Provides
information on all aspects of fashion design, including research and
design, fabrics, construction, and developing a collection.
Fundamentals of Esthetic Implant Dentistry Jul 18 2021 Esthetic
dentistry and implant dentistry continue to grow in patient demand and
professional popularity. More now than ever, clinicians are faced with
the need to combine form with function, art with science. The
considerable scientific and technical leaps that have been made in this
field mean that this goal is now more achievable, and Fundamentals of
Esthetic Implant Dentistry seeks to share these advances with
practitioners and students alike.
Transport Phenomena Fundamentals, Second Edition Jun 04 2020
Although the practice of chemical engineering has broadened to
encompass problems in a range of disciplines, including biology,
biochemistry, and nanotechnology, one of the curriculum’s foundations is
built upon the subject of transport phenomena. Transport Phenomena
Fundamentals, Second Edition provides a unified treatment of heat,
mass, and momentum transport based on a balance equation approach.
Designed for a two-term course Used in a two-term transport phenomena
sequence at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, this text streamlines the
approach to how the subject is taught. The first part of the book takes
students through the balance equation in the context of diffusive
transport, be it momentum, energy, mass, or charge. Each chapter adds
a term to the balance equation, highlighting the effects of that addition
on the physical behavior of the system and the underlying mathematical
description. The second half of the book builds upon the balance
equation description of diffusive transport by introducing convective
transport terms, focusing on partial rather than ordinary differential
equations. The Navier–Stokes and convective transport equations are
derived from balance equations in both macroscopic and microscopic
forms. Includes examples and problems drawn from Comsol® software
The second edition of this text is now enhanced by the use of finite
element methods in the form of examples and extended homework
problems. A series of example modules are associated with each chapter
of the text. Some of the modules are used to produce examples in the
text, and some are discussed in the homework at the end of each
chapter. All of the modules are located online at an accompanying
website which is designed to be a living component of the course.
(available on the download tab)
Volleyball Fundamentals, 2E Jun 28 2022 Learn to master essential
volleyball skills such as serving, receiving, setting, attacking, blocking
and digging. With this book’s coverage of scoring systems, rules,
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rotations, and common tactics, it’s never been easier to teach or learn
the game.
Water Activity in Foods Oct 09 2020 This second edition of Water Activity
in Foods furnishes those working within food manufacturing, quality
control, and safety with a newly revised guide to water activity and its
role in the preservation and processing of food items. With clear,
instructional prose and illustrations, the book’s international team of
contributors break down the essential principles of water activity and
water–food interactions, delineating water’s crucial impact upon
attributes such as flavor, appearance, texture, and shelf life. The updated
and expanded second edition continues to offer an authoritative overview
of the subject, while also broadening its scope to include six newly
written chapters covering the latest developments in water activity
research. Exploring topics ranging from deliquescence to crispness,
these insightful new inclusions complement existing content that has
been refreshed and reconfigured to support the food industry of today.
Fundamentals of Soil Ecology Jul 26 2019 This fully revised and
expanded edition of Fundamentals of Soil Ecology continues its holistic
approach to soil biology and ecosystem function. Students and ecosystem
researchers will gain a greater understanding of the central roles that
soils play in ecosystem development and function. The authors
emphasize the increasing importance of soils as the organizing center for
all terrestrial ecosystems and provide an overview of theory and practice
of soil ecology, both from an ecosystem and evolutionary biology point of
view. This volume contains updated and greatly expanded coverage of all
belowground biota (roots, microbes and fauna) and methods to identify
and determine its distribution and abundance. New chapters are
provided on soil biodiversity and its relationship to ecosystem processes,
suggested laboratory and field methods to measure biota and their
activities in ecosystems.. Contains over 60% new material and 150 more
pages Includes new chapters on soil biodiversity and its relationship to
ecosystem function Outlines suggested laboratory and field methods
Incorporates new pedagogical features Combines theoretical and
practical approaches
Hearing Science Fundamentals, Second Edition May 16 2021 NOW
PUBLISHED BY PLURAL! Hearing Science Fundamentals, Second
Edition maintains the straightforward style of the previous edition,
introducing the basic concepts in hearing science in an easy-tounderstand format. With a wide variety of student-friendly features and
instructor resources, this comprehensive textbook facilitates the
absorption of technical material by both undergraduate and graduate
students. The text is divided into four clear sections to cover everything
from the physics of sound to the anatomy and physiology of the auditory
pathway and beyond. The textbook begins by delving into the basics of
acoustics and digital signal processing (DSP). In the next section, readers
will find full coverage of the basic anatomy and physiology of the
auditory mechanism. The third section contains eight chapters on
psychoacoustics and how sound is perceived via the auditory pathways.
The book wraps up with a brand-new section devoted to pathologies of
the auditory mechanisms. New to the Second Edition: * New coauthor,
Jeremy J. Donai, AuD, PhD, brings his extensive clinical and research
experience to the concepts discussed * Nine new chapters, including:
Review of Speech Acoustics (Chapter 2); Digital Signal Processing
(Chapter 3); Binaural Processing (Chapter 8); Temporal Processing
(Chapter 10); Signal Detection Theory (Chapter 13); Auditory Perception
and Hearing Impairment (Chapter 14); Separate and expanded chapters
for Pathologies of the Auditory Mechanism (Chapter 9) from first edition;
Pathologies of the Conductive Auditory Mechanism (Chapter 15);
Pathologies of the Sensory Auditory Mechanism (Chapter 16);
Pathologies of the Central Auditory Mechanism (Chapter 17) * Clinical
Notes and Vocabulary Checks features have been added through the
textEvidence-based information incorporated throughout the text *
Updated Recommended Readings list * Audio examples and overview
lecture videos for students Key Features: * Learning Objectives and Key
Terms at the beginning of each chapter prepare the student for the
chapter contents * Two-color anatomical and line illustrations aid
understanding of important technical concepts * Q & A boxes reinforce
important information presented in the text * A Glossary of important
terms Disclaimer: Please note that ancillary content (such as documents,
quizzes, and exercises) may not be included as published in the original
print version of this book.
Vibration Nov 21 2021 Maintaining the outstanding features and
practical approach that led the bestselling first edition to become a
standard textbook in engineering classrooms worldwide, Clarence de
Silva's Vibration: Fundamentals and Practice, Second Edition remains a
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classification of radio waves, electromagnetic wave theory, and antennas
for RF radio links, to the impact of the earth surface on the propagation
of ground waves, atmospheric affects in radio wave propagation, and
radio wave reception. The book explores the propagation of the ground
radio waves, namely the waves that propagate in vicinity of the earth's
surface (e.g., guided by that interface), without involvement of any
atmospheric effects. Specifics of the high-frequency (HF) radio
propagation due to reflections from ionospheric layers is studied, based
on commonly used models of the ionospheric vertical profiles. Scattering
of the radio waves of UHF and higher frequency bands from the random
variations of the tropospheric refraction index (from tiny air turbulences)
are also considered by using the principles of statistical radio-physics.
Analysis of propagation conditions on real propagation paths, including
analysis of the power budget of the VHF/UHF link to assure its stability
(percentage of availability within observation time frame), terrestrial,
broadcast, mobile, and satellite RF links are presented. The engineering
design of the cellular networks, including LTE 4G, 5G and upcoming
higher generations is explored. HF propagation predictions for extremely
long-range links design for commercial and military applications are
explained. Packed with examples and problems, this book provides a
theoretical background for astrophysical, aeronomy and geophysical
instrumentation design.
Art Fundamentals 2nd Edition Nov 02 2022 A fully revised and
updated edition of this back-to-basics title, packed with the fundamental
concepts, conventions and theory needed when creating art.
The Fundamentals of Illustration Mar 26 2022 The Fundamentals of
Illustration 2nd Edition by Lawrence Zeegen introduces students to the
subject of illustration, taking them through the key skills and practical
processes required for the study of this exciting degree course. This
edition has been updated with a wealth of fresh visuals and
contemporary case studies. It includes new and revised content and
examples that reflect the changes and developments in the discipline
over the past few years. Current visual approaches are examined and
evaluated, along with new chapters on visual thinking, idea generation
and the illustrator as an artist. A chapter on the professional practice of
a freelance designer helps students to understand the realities of this
creative career path. Each chapter concludes with a case study, which
outlines a brief and then describes each stage of the process, from the
illustrator's initial response to the completion of the project. The case
studies feature the work of: John Clementson, Tim Vyner, Olivier Kugler,
Damian Gascoigne, Ben Kelly and Howard Read. The book also contains
a series of interviews with practising illustrators such as Autumn
Whitehurst, Stina Persson and Anthony Burrill.
The Fundamentals of Architecture Apr 02 2020 Architecture is one of
the most accessible and involving forms of art; a building or space is a
physical presence that defines everyday experiences, affects mood, and
becomes part of collective memory and cultural identity. An essential
introduction, The Fundamentals of Architecture gives a comprehensive
and engaging overview of architecture in its entirety, from creation to
construction. Beginning with a fascinating chapter on the history of
architecture including a timeline of architectural influences, this new
edition contains in-depth case studies, practical projects and carefully
selected imagery. Alongside many images of recognizable and iconic
buildings are lesser known examples of striking architectural design. All
stages of the architectural process are considered, making this the
perfect guide for anyone with an interest in architecture. International
examples range from cathedrals to airports; from La Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris to the Duomo in Florence; a conference centre in
Glasgow to the Château de Versailles; the Reichstag Dome in Berlin to
Kidosaki House in Tokyo; Gaudi's La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona to the
Penguin Pool at London Zoo. Eminent architects, from the classics to
modern masters, are profiled next to their most famous works. Featured
architects include: Filippo Brunelleschi, Antoni Gaudi, Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Carlo Scarpa, Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, Peter
Zumthor, Louis Kahn and Richard Rogers. Case studies span redesigning
a university campus; designing a pavilion for the Shanghai Expo;
reconstructing a museum; renovating an historic building; integrating
with an urban landscape.
Fundamentals of Business (black and White) Nov 09 2020 (Black & White
version) Fundamentals of Business was created for Virginia Tech's MGT
1104 Foundations of Business through a collaboration between the
Pamplin College of Business and Virginia Tech Libraries. This book is
freely available at: http://hdl.handle.net/10919/70961 It is licensed with a
Creative Commons-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 license.

solid instructional tool for modeling, analyzing, simulating, measuring,
monitoring, testing, controlling, and designing for vibration in
engineering systems. It condenses the author's distinguished and
extensive experience into an easy-to-use, highly practical text that
prepares students for real problems in a variety of engineering fields.
What's New in the Second Edition? A new chapter on human response to
vibration, with practical considerations Expanded and updated material
on vibration monitoring and diagnosis Enhanced section on vibration
control, updated with the latest techniques and methodologies New
worked examples and end-of-chapter problems. Incorporates software
tools, including LabVIEWTM, SIMULINK®, MATLAB®, the LabVIEW
Sound and Vibration Toolbox, and the MATLAB Control Systems Toolbox
Enhanced worked examples and new solutions using MATLAB and
SIMULINK The new chapter on human response to vibration examines
representation of vibration detection and perception by humans as well
as specifications and regulatory guidelines for human vibration
environments. Remaining an indispensable text for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, Vibration: Fundamentals and
Practice, Second Edition builds a unique and in-depth understanding of
vibration on a sound framework of practical tools and applications.
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles Apr 14 2021 A thoroughly revised third
edition of this widely praised, bestselling textbook presents a
comprehensive systems-level perspective of electric and hybrid vehicles
with emphasis on technical aspects, mathematical relationships and
basic design guidelines. The emerging technologies of electric vehicles
require the dedication of current and future engineers, so the target
audience for the book is the young professionals and students in
engineering eager to learn about the area. The book is concise and clear,
its mathematics are kept to a necessary minimum and it contains a wellbalanced set of contents of the complex technology. Engineers of
multiple disciplines can either get a broader overview or explore in depth
a particular aspect of electric or hybrid vehicles. Additions in the third
edition include simulation-based design analysis of electric and hybrid
vehicles and their powertrain components, particularly that of traction
inverters, electric machines and motor drives. The technology trends to
incorporate wide bandgap power electronics and reduced rare-earth
permanent magnet electric machines in the powertrain components have
been highlighted. Charging stations are a critical component for the
electric vehicle infrastructure, and hence, a chapter on vehicle
interactions with the power grid has been added. Autonomous driving is
another emerging technology, and a chapter is included describing the
autonomous driving system architecture and the hardware and software
needs for such systems. The platform has been set in this book for
system-level simulations to develop models using various softwares used
in academia and industry, such as MATLAB®/Simulink, PLECS, PSIM,
Motor-CAD and Altair Flux. Examples and simulation results are
provided in this edition using these software tools. The third edition is a
timely revision and contribution to the field of electric vehicles that has
reached recently notable markets in a more and more environmentally
sensitive world.
Electricity and Electronics Fundamentals, Second Edition Dec 11
2020 An introductory text, Electricity and Electronics Fundamentals,
delineates key concepts in electricity using a simplified approach that
enhances learning. Mathematical calculations are kept to the very
minimum and concepts are demonstrated through application examples
and illustrations. The books span of topics includes vital information on
direct current electronics, alternating current electricity and
semiconductor devices as well as electronic circuits, digital electronics,
computers and microprocessors, electronic communications, and
electronic power control. Supplementary appendices provide a glossary
and section on electrical safety along with an explanation of soldering
techniques.
Art Fundamentals Sep 27 2019 A back-to-basics look at the
fundamental concepts, conventions and theory that should be considered
when creating art.
Radio Wave Propagation Fundamentals, Second Edition May 04 2020
This completely updated second edition of an Artech House classic
provides a thorough introduction to the basic principles of
electromagnetic wave propagation of radio frequencies in real-world
conditions, fully updated by including new achievements in theory and
technology. It serves as an invaluable daily reference for practitioners in
the field and as a complete, organized text on the subject. This
comprehensive resource covers a wide range of essential topics, from the
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